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Locked Browser Overview 

 
Some instructors may require an online exam or quiz to be taken in a 
locked browser setting. To see if one of your assignments requires a 

locked browser, open the assignment details. 

 

If the assignment requires the locked browser, you will see the above orange shaded box. 

 
You may need to install the browser.  To do so, choose the appropriate link for Mac or PC.   

Save the file, open it, and follow the prompts to install. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the software is installed, click the “Open the locked browser confirmation page”. 

 

 
Students should ALWAYS click this link BEFORE  

starting an assignment that requires the Locked Browser.  
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If the browser is installed on the computer you are using, the conformation page will appear as below. 

 

The options at the top of the page are very basic.  You can navigate Back or Forward, Stop or 
Refresh the page, plus there are options that allow you to set the font size, zoom, and language.   

Close the confirmation browser and return to the assignment. 

Assignments will be displayed in the same browser as pictured above.   
They will display full-screen and cannot be minimized.  

Once begun, the test cannot be exited until it has been submitted for grading or until the time limit 
has run out. This means that if you exit the test, the test will think you are submitting it as complete. 

If there is a time limit on the test, and it is exceeded, your current progress will be submitted. 
  
 

IMPORTANT NOTES 
Task switching and access to other applications is PREVENTED.  This means that while taking 

the test, Google, Facebook and instant messengers are blocked.  

Other functions such as printing, screen capturing, and copy/paste are also PREVENTED. 

 

It is very important that all applications be closed before the test is started.  Make sure all browser 
toolbars and popup blockers are closed – as this might affect the launching of the lockdown browser.   

If applications like messenger are open and running in the background, the browser will ask if you 
want to close them – the browser will close them, but it will also kick you from the test without letting 

you see any of the questions.   
 
 

It is extremely important to CLOSE ALL OTHER APPLICATIONS, BROWSERS, etc.  
BEFORE STARTING THE ASSIGNMENT! 


